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These three works are first framed with a poem collated by Mere Taito. The cover 
art, Ka Pō Hoʻihoʻi - Black as the Spectrum in Unity (2020), builds upon a 
conversation ignited by Dr Sarah Jane Moore’s Lunar Mother, and her invitation to 
collaborate. The dialogue began via zoom connecting Dr. Moore with three other 
Pacific scholars based at the University of Waikato in Kirikiriroa-Hamilton, 
Aotearoa-New Zealand: Dr David Taufui Mikato Fa’avae from Tonga, Mere Taito 
from Rotuma, and Dr Nālani Wilson-Hokowhitu from Hawai’i.  
Upon reflecting on the poems “Fạgi”, “Tạn Folu”, and “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta”, Mere 
Taito expresses how her creative project speaks to Ka Pō Hoʻihoʻi (2020), as it is also 
way of "returning, a returning to her heritage language Fäeag Rotuạm ta which has 
become rusty and broken along the way because of the lack of 'proper keeping'.” Her 
creative contribution summarises her present work toward a creative doctorate. Dr 
Fa’avae communicates how he calls “potent spiritual energies that ignite the loto, 
laumālie, and ‘atamai (soul, spirit, and mind).” Thus, also articulating potentiality, 
which he explores within cultural sources, maau (poetry) and faiva (dance). All of the 
submissions express the vitality of language, culture, genealogy, poetry, creativity and 
identity.  
 




A Found Return 
Collated by Mere Taito 
 
1langakali! 
did you begin to wonder? 
whether I would ever return? 
would you see me again 
amidst the darkness and the soot 
of our burnt-out fale? 
2come! 
you me go to the place 
where dialogue ends and dialogic lives 
where 
3a woman plants a whenua 
skin to skin 
in black and white 

















This watercolour on paper painting Ka Pō Hoʻihoʻi – Black as the 
Spectrum in Unity (2020), is the first in a developing series by Nālani 
Wilson-Hokowhitu. It is a celebration of our Kanaka Maoli (Native 
Hawaiian) genealogical connections to Pō, the beginnings of creation, as 
an abundant source of potentiality. Born from stars, humans are 
comprised of the same elements, such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen. As we more profoundly consider these interconnections, what 
does this mean to the fundamental rights of other planets?  What can we 
learn from Indigenous Studies about how to more respectfully voyage into 
the universe?  
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In the bustling field of language revitalisation, an Oceanic language 
isolate in Aotearoa New Zealand, is being given niu life. Fäeag Rotuạm ta, 
which has the United Nations endangerment status of vulnerable, is the 
language of approximately 15,000 Rotuman Islanders. In response to 
these deficit narratives of “endangerment” and “vulnerability”, Rotuman 
Islanders, particularly in the diaspora, have gathered to act on their deep 
and innate cultural connections to Fäeag Rotuạm ta. Equally in resistance 
and pride, these acts have resulted in remarkable community-based 
language revitalisation initiatives. 
Language revitalisation can also be manifested in creative writing output. 
Pasifika creative literature since the 1950s has produced novels, short 
stories and poems that have spoken to and against societal angst. In this 
creative paper, I present and discuss three poems that respond to the 
decline in Fäeag Rotuạm ta language use. 




The poems “Fạgi”, “Tạn Folu”, and “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” were written by me as 
“discovery pieces” during COVID lockdown restrictions in Aotearoa New Zealand in 
2020, specifically during February to November. A period of discovery writing was 
part of my application process for a PhD in Creative Practice at the University of 
Waikato, in Aotearoa New Zealand. This time of creative experimentation allowed 
me to clearly articulate my research goals, objectives, and vision for poetic text as a 
valid domain for the rejuvenation of Fäeag Rotuạm ta in Aotearoa New Zealand. 
Fäeag rotuạm ta 
Fäeag Rotuạm ta is the heritage language of Rotuman Islanders, a group of Pacific 
people indigenous to the island of Rotuma: a territorial dependency of the Republic of 
Fiji, situated approximately three hundred km north of Fiji. It is estimated that there 
are 15,000 Rotuman Islanders globally, most of whom reside in Fiji. In Aotearoa New 
Zealand, Rotuman Islanders account for one of the smallest, if not the smallest, group 
of Pacific Islanders with a recorded population of 980 (Statistics New Zealand, 
2018.). It can be argued that the transnational spread of Rotuman Islanders has 
contributed to the weakening vitality of Fäeag Rotuạm ta, which has consequently led 




to the United Nations declaring and placing Fäeag Rotuạm ta within the 
“endangerment” status of “vulnerable” (UNESCO, 2017). Other ethnolinguistic 
conditions have contributed to Fäeag Rotuạm ta language vulnerability, but a critical 
analysis of these conditions is outside the scope of this creative paper and will not be 
addressed here. 
Creatives and language revitalisation 
A survey of language revitalisation literature shows that the contributions of creatives, 
such as musicians, creative writers and animators within the space of language 
revitalisation are often undervalued. National-level and state-funded language 
revitalisation curriculum initiatives through community bilingual and immersion 
schools have received more scholarly attention. Against this disparity and at this early 
stage of my doctoral journey (three months in and many more to go!), I have 
positioned poetic text––a language-based creative artform––as a potentially effective 
platform for the revitalisation of Fäeag Rotuạm ta in Aotearoa New Zealand. 
Of all the genres of creative literature, poetry is ideal for the work of language 
revitalisation. Poetry is quick to produce and has the versatility of form; it can shape-
shift when you need it to. In the recently published anthology of poetry in endangered 
languages titled Poems from the Edge of Extinction, McCabe (2019, p. 4) identifies 
the habit of poets “to rise” in response to the “decline of a language”. A survey of 
Pasifika poets has shown that the functional use of poetry for decolonial and political 
purposes was and is not uncommon (McDougall, 2014; Perez, 2020; Wilson, 2017). 
In this paper, I present the poems “Fạgi”, “Tạn Folu”, and “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” and 
describe briefly how each poem negotiates the visibility of Fäeag Rotuạm ta in 
relation to English. Note, the descriptions will focus on the “visual and spatial” play 
of Fäeag Rotuạm ta and English language text rather than a deconstruction of literary 
meaning and figurative device use. 
Each poem was laid-out in Canva™, an online open-source graphic design platform 
after they were drafted and finalised in Word. Canva was used because of its intuitive 
strengths and its range of functionalities. 
POEM 1: FẠGI 
In ‘Fạgi’, a visual hierarchy between Fäeag Rotuạm ta and English is established 
(Figure 1). Text colouring, text bolding, and maximising the font size of the title 
centres Fäeag Rotuạm ta as the dominant language in the poem. Greying the English 
language text reinforces this hierarchy. The English language has the specific purpose 
of translation: it “fetches” meaning and does so dutifully without interfering with the 
colourful display of Fäeag Rotuạm ta. 
The column alignment of text in the body of the poem is an attempt to emulate the 
graphic display of a text corpus. At the same time, the accompanying colour-coding 
categorises the Fäeag Rotuạm ta text into their parts of speech. An iconic image of a 
line drawing of a writing hand, substantially reduced in transparency, sits in the 
poem's background. Its highly minimised level of transparency is intended to have the 
same effect as the greyed English language text: to quietly complement the 
flamboyant colouring, bolding and sizing of Fäeag Rotuạm ta text. 




Figure 1: Fạgi 
POEM 2: TẠN FOLU 
Unlike the line drawing in “Fạgi”, the iconic image of a water droplet in “Tạn Folu” 
(Figure 2) is not subtle. Its function is not to complement the visual features of Fäeag 
Rotuạm ta, but rather to set the spatial boundaries of language play between English 
and Fäeag Rotuạm ta text that is within three “water” spaces marked as tạn, tạnu, and 
tạntạn. 
Furthermore, unlike ‘Fạgi’, the English language in “Tạn Folu” does not play a 
translatory role. Instead, it sets the metaphorical and idiomatic (as opposed to literal) 
context for Fäeag Rotuạm ta usage. In a sense, the English language and Fäeag 
Rotuạm ta text in “Tạn Folu” are working in tandem to create meaning. By word 
count (44 vs 27), however, the English language text has greater “presence”. The 
lower number of Fäeag Rotuạm ta text is compensated by text colouring, bolding, and 
sizing: graphic features which allow Fäeag Rotuạm ta text to “pop” among black 
coloured English text and an overpowering central water droplet. 
 





Figure 2: Tạn Folu 
POEM 3: HO’AG NE SȦS TA 
In “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” (Figure 3), Fäeag Rotuạm ta has limited visibility: in the title 
and four lines within the body of the poem. Text colouring, bolding, and sizing are 
applied to enhance the visibility of Fäeag Rotuạm ta within this symmetrical four 
block-structured poem. Despite its restricted visibility, Fäeag Rotuạm ta usage and 
text provide the grounds and purpose for the English language to “act” and “do”. In a 
way, Fäeag Rotuạm ta wields control over the function the English language adopts. 
In ‘Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta’, the English language carries out two broad functions: provide a 
literal translation and expand on the context of the salt-passing instructions. To a large 
extent, the role of the English language here is pedagogical: to teach and elaborate on 
the meaning and therefore work for the Fäeag Rotuạm ta text. 
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Figure 3: Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta 
The iconic image of the salt shaker provides a visual reprieve to a wall of text and 
enhances the subject of salt passing. It is positioned to allow as much real estate for 
Fäeag Rotuạm ta and English language text.  Unlike “Tạn Folu”, “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” 
is text-heavy. 
CONCLUSION 
The writing of “Fạgi”, “Tạn Folu”, and “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” has shown me a number 
of possibilities in the way that heritage languages like Fäeag Rotuạm ta can interact 
and negotiate space with dominant languages like English in creative poetic texts. 
Visual features like text colouring, bolding, sizing, iconic imaging, and the “strategic” 
placement of text can be exploited to make heritage languages like Fäeag Rotuạm ta 
more accessible and visible within a poetic frame. The functions played by English––
translatory and pedagogical––do not subvert the Fäeag Rotuạm ta text but rather 




enhance and complement its graphic visibility and semantic (meaning) accessibility. 
This enhancement, I would argue, is crucial to the aims of language revitalisation. 
As “discovery pieces”, “Fạgi”, “Tạn Folu”, and “Ho’ag Ne Sȧs Ta” have been 
marked as the foundational poems of a collection of bi/translingual Fäeag Rotuạm ta–
English poems titled Kave(ia) Tạn Kạl Ta: Mark the Round Water (Figure 4). This 
collection will be developed as the creative artefact of my doctoral creative practice 
research. 
 
Figure 4: Kave(ia) Tạn Kạl Ta: Mark the Round Water 
This doctoral research is an exciting opportunity to further investigate the 
relationships and interactions between Fäeag Rotuạm ta and English within a 
language-based creative artform such as poetry, for the purpose of Fäeag Rotuạm ta 
revitalisation in Aotearoa. 
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(Re)turning to loto, igniting mālie and māfana: 
Tongan maau and faiva as expressed 
rhythmic entanglement 
David Taufui Mikato Fa’avae 
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To charm the loto is a (re)turn to our Indigenous Pacific knowings and 
becomings. Such a return is heart-warming and a fascination with 
spiritual reverence. Calling forth mālie and māfana, the potent spiritual 
energies that ignite the loto, laumālie and ‘atamai (soul, spirit and mind), I 
appreciate and embrace the call to (re)turn to our ways. As cultural 
sources, maau (poetry) and faiva (dance) permit ways in which Tongan 
knowledges are expressed, mediated and shared. I foreground mālie and 
māfana as coupled spirits expressed as (re)presentations of rhythmic 
entanglement which are portrayed and unpacked through Tongan maau 
and faiva. Igniting mālie and māfana affirms the Indigenising of practice 
in the postcolonial Moana that evokes rhythmic sensibilities, grounded in 
the ways Tongan and other indigenous Pacific communities exist and 
connect materially and spiritually across their worlds. 
Keywords: Pacific Studies; poetry; mālie; māfana; rhythmic 
entanglement; Moana 
 
AN INSPIRATION: IN INTELLECTUAL ADVENTUROUSNESS 
A calling is an action that activates not only our hearing but also other forms of 
sensibilities. Academia does not always value such sensibilities. The call to position 
the prefix (re), in brackets, as well as the utilisation of and references to Lea faka-
Tonga (Tongan language) in this paper is a purposeful and symbolic call for 
resistance, a kind of disobedience which challenges academic writing norms and 
epistemes that privilege dominant Western thought and writing (Fa’avae, 2021; 
McDowall & Ramos, 2017). In light of the global pandemic, on top of existing 
climate challenges and the societal ills linked to racial and gender discrimination, 
engaging in the (re) is a timely act to look back to go forward and think anew of 
possibilities for Indigenous Pacific peoples in the diaspora. (Re)thinking our forms of 
(re)presentations, through language and cultural practices is a creatively inspiring 
adventure (Fehoko, 2015). 
The beating heart echoes, rhythm 
The aching soul whines, rhythm 
Waves crashing and relentless, rhythm 
Weaving binding tension and entangled, rhythm 
Within the poem are utterances that echoes a type of rhythmic (re)citation felt across 
inter-disciplinary spaces. The poem embodies a motivation for intellectual adventure 
beyond the boundaries of the academe and into the world familiar to Moana and 
Pacific Indigenous scholars. Intellectual adventurousness to me is synonymous with 
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creativity and inspiration, a desire to navigate into unchartered terrains “beyond” and 
into the unknown. Such navigation “beyond” is symbolic of tala’s (story’s) place and 
function in relation to noa (an unknown, nothing-ness, something). Tecun et al. 
(2018) refers to noa as “a state of balance, a condition of equilibrium, or calibration 
between relationships” (p. 160). Like the vahanoa (the open sea, expansive space) 
(see Ka’ili, 2017), the poem echoes a type of intellectualising that privileges deep 
(lōloto) thinking from within––loto (soul) and laumālie (spirit). The late great Teresia 
Teaiwa (2011) unfolded deep learning as being likened to an emergence from the 
fundamental basis of learning linked to a qualitative change in a person’s view of 
reality. For Teresia, learning is a deeply intimate experience that requires an 
appreciation of depth-work (lōloto) into the loto. 
Tongan scholar, the late Futa Helu, established a critical site at the ‘Atenisi Institute 
in which he weaved together the synergies between Tongan and Western thought and 
philosophies (classical traditions linked to Greek and Roman knowledge). The late 
‘Epeli Hau’ofa’s (1994) positioning of Moana and Sea of Islands as constructs that 
move theoretical framing beyond Western understanding that the ocean itself is a 
source and connector of people, ideas, cultures, artefacts, and languages. Hūfanga 
‘Okusitino Māhina (2010), a student of Futa Helu, was instrumental in the 
development of tā-vāism, a theory of reality grounded in the depths of the moana and 
symbolic of time and space theorisations. Similarly, Siosiua Lafitani, another Tongan 
scholar influenced by his predecessors, continues to also push beyond the boundaries 
of philosophical speculation, beginning and focusing theorisations and philosophising 
from Tongan worldviews using Tongan concepts and approaches. Helu, Hau’ofa, 
Māhina, and Lafitani are believed to be Moana/Oceanic/Tongan thought leaders who 
are not only adventurous but also have a willingness to go beyond and push academic, 
cultural and philosophical traditions beyond Western thought. They continue to 
fakaivia––inspire and empower many Tongan/Moana/Pacific educators and scholars 
in the region. We draw inspiration from their sense of intellectual adventurousness by 
bringing together Tongan language and ideas to make sense and articulate 
(re)presentations of dominant Western notions and framings of poetry and dance 
through mālie and māfana. The deep musing of ways to honour Lea faka-Tonga 
(Tongan language) yet connect with the lived realities of generations of Tongan 
people in the diaspora has allowed for introspection, reflection and contemplation that 
go beyond my own subjectivities. A deep musing that honours our multiple 
connections and inter-connections with others or matters––living and non-living––in 
the world. This kind of mattering is rhythmic, poetic, mālie (uplifting and inspiring) 
and māfana (heartfelt). 
The Māori literary scholar, Alice Te Punga Somerville (2020) in a recent keynote 
where she examined Fijian lawyer and poet Pio Manoa’s essay alongside work by 
other Pacific poets during the mid-70s, articulated the criticality of Manoa’s work in 
portraying the deep inter-connections between ideologies, ideas and practices within 
people and small island nations in the Moana. Te Punga Somerville emphasised the 
significance of moving beyond just providing a commentary on sources to processes 
that involve introspection, interrogation, reflection and contemplation. I often rely on 
Helu (2012) and his work for inspiration and to ground my interrogation, reflection 
and contemplation of Tongan poetry and dance (see also Helu, 2011). At the same 
time, I turn to Indigenous, Pacific studies, and postcolonial scholars like Helu (2011), 
Teaiwa (2011) and Ka’ili (2017) for guidance on how to appropriately position and 
re-present Tongan knowledges within the field. Indigenous scholar and writer of the 




Cree people from Canada, Shawn Wilson (2001) argues that Indigenous (re)searchers 
“need to move beyond [just providing] an Indigenous perspective” (p. 175), rather a 
move to think, frame, and even express from or through an Indigenous paradigm. 
The Māori philosopher Carl Mika (2017) places the human self as being deeply 
connected and inseparable from the materiality of the world. He articulates that, from 
an Indigenous worlded viewpoint, “if there is an incongruent logic at all, it is the one 
that emerges as a clash between the tendency of dominant western thought [and 
traditions] to iron out varying truths and the Indigenous insistence that those 
contradictions are truthful.” (p. 49). This means that, Indigenous peoples may not 
have a problem with the “simultaneous separateness/togetherness of all things” (p. 
49). The problem would be in the ways dominant Western thought and traditions 
attempt to dismiss and banish that kind of thinking as being illogical. 
RHYTHMIC ENTANGLEMENT WITHIN THE VĀ: SENSE-MAKING 
MEANING-MAKING 
Making sense of “rhythm” is juxtaposed with the meaning making of “entanglement”. 
They both provide a sense of opposition and disharmony, particularly when it comes 
to understanding our “inter-connections” (vā) within the world. Although 
entanglement can sometimes emit a complicated feeling of disharmony and the 
compromising of relationships, it does offer philosophical speculation that positions 
time and space as constructs of meaning-making and sense-making. Disharmony in 
relation to entanglement, therefore, is but one layer to theorise connections or inter-
connections within a holism approach to making meaning of the world. Through the 
metaphysics of time and space, tā-vā takes a form of Tongan framing of the world 
which prioritises speculation as deeply rooted and grounded in one’s presence in the 
world. Hūfanga ‘Okusitino Māhina (2010), Telesia Kalavite (2019), as well as Tevita 
Ka’ili (2017) are but a handful of Tongan theorists who have deliberately invested 
time and energy in the development and depth-work required to unpack and articulate 
the rhythms of tā-vā that are indispensable of time and space conceptualisation and 
practice across various disciplines, such as anthropology, education, art, Pacific 
studies and architecture (see Ka’ili, 2017). 
In the figurative sense, rhythmic entanglement is a space of negotiation and 
connection within vā (relational space) and is expressed within the loto. Conceptually, 
rhythmic entanglement is an idea that embraces and captures the ways in which mālie 
and māfana find their form and take shape within the vā and through shared sources–
–the proximity between poetry and dance, for instance. Furthermore, I articulate 
rhythmic entanglement within Tongan maau (poetry) and faiva (dance) because 
within the vā they awaken and fakaivia into consciousness as states of inspiration, 
empowerment, joy and elation. 
Rhythmic entanglement can seemingly portray (re)presentations of struggle and 
complication. However, it can also relate to cooperating relationships or situations 
through intense contemplation, and extensive and in-depth negotiations. Such 
entanglements are symbolic of the unfolding of noa, when the temporal and spiritual 
worlds inter-connect, seeking for some kind of harmonious relations (Māhina, 2010; 
Tecun et al., 2018)––a sense and condition of seeking equilibrium within the vā space 
of inter-relations. The performance becomes the observed and the negotiations of 
such symbolic knowledges begin to take shape through mālie and māfana. Tongan 
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theorist and education (re)searcher, Linitā Manu’atu (2000) unfolds mālie’s many 
forms. She begins with the way in which mālie is expressed as hangamālie (spirit in 
focus), māmālie (spirit in movement), fe’ungamālie (spirit of sufficiency), langimālie 
(spirit of healthy living), maaumālie (spirit of orderliness), tu’umālie (spirit of wealth 
and abundance), and napangapangamālie (the spirit of connectedness) (Manu’atu, 
2000; 2017). 
“Tuli ke ma’u hono ngaahi mālie moe māfana” is how Tongan scholar and educator, 
Linitā Manu’atu (2014) inspire Tongan scholars to draw from the wisdom of mālie 
and embrace Tongan language and culture. For me as an early career academic, I 
build on Manu’atu’s conceptualisation of mālie as a life force or spirit that can also be 
descriptively defined as the “energising and uplifting of spirits to a positive state of 
connectedness and enlightenment” (see Fa’avae, 2016, p. 14). Māfana is often 
associated with mālie and can be expressed as inwardly warm feelings that are 
intimately connected to the energising and uplifting of spirits which are both 
embodied within one’s loto (soul, heart). 
TU’U-FONUA, NOFO-FONUA, AND MOANA BEINGS AND BECOMINGS 
Tongan scholar Teena Brown Pulu (2002) used turangawaewae and tu’ungava’e as 
Māori and Tongan terms to describe a “place to stand” (p. 14). Their figurative 
meaning is linked to one’s sense of grounding, connection and belonging. For some 
Tongan academics who find their grounding as settlers in other whenua Indigenous to 
peoples from that particular land, being open to exploring notions like tu’ungava’e in 
connection with fonua (land) can provide nuanced understanding of belonging, being 
and becoming in Aotearoa New Zealand (NZ). Manu’atu (2005) articulates two inter-
related concepts: tu’ufonua (being indigenous) and nofofonua (residing as a settler in 
another land/county). Hau’ofa (1994) positioned “Oceania” as the ever-expanding and 
overarching construct that connected Pacific people to others and the world. For 
Hau’ofa (1994), the Moana (Oceania, ocean) reference became the critical tool or 
frame in which to overturn the hegemonic views that confine and restrict appropriate 
understandings of the “Moana being” as (re)presentative of our lived realities. 
Hau’ofa (1994) claims, for Pacific people to truly break away from colonial 
influences, recognising their potential is necessary. Postcolonial scholar Edward Said 
(1978) warns us, a complete wholesale rejection of Western knowledge and 
scholarship is unhelpful. At the same time, Tongan linguist, Melenaite Taumoefolau 
(2011) argues for the significance of injecting Indigenous Pacific languages, 
knowledges and worldviews when unpacking and decolonising Western constructs 
and ideals in the Moana. Central to the decolonisation process is the mastering of the 
“coloniser’s language and our own [Pacific]” (Taumoefolau, 2011, p. 70). 
Recognising our potential, as advocated by Hau’ofa (1994), can be achieved when 
Pacific language and Indigenous knowledges are utilised in the interrogation of 
Moana “beings” and observed performances. 
Pacific regional scholar of Tongan heritage, Seu’ula Johansson Fua (2016), argues for 
a “relational, hybrid and dialogic approach to creating a third space for the Oceanic 
(re)searcher to work within” (p. 35). Her use of motutapu (sacred island) as sites and 
spaces of rest, rejuvenation and protection for travellers during their arduous 
navigation, is symbolic of Oceanic (re)searchers’ sense of being and becoming as 
local and global activators of change and transformation. Fundamental to Johansson 




Fua’s (2016) claim, guided by her mentor ‘Ana Maui Taufe’ulungaki (2001), is the 
need for Oceanic (re)searchers to “dig deeper to understand cultural values, belief 
systems and philosophies that underpin Pacific systems and structures, to always ask 
questions such as: whose knowledge? Whose cognitive and philosophical theories? 
Whose (re)search paradigms, whose methodologies, techniques and procedures?” (p. 
8). They encourage Moana/Tongan scholars to do the lōloto and in-depth 
interrogation of the ways in which Indigenous Tongan knowledge systems and 
realities can make sense of global agendas. 
MAAU: POETRY AS FELT RECITATIONS 
Helu’s work has always provided in-depth appreciation of Indigenous knowledge 
systems and practices. Helu (2012) categorises Tongan poetry chronologically into 
ancient and modern. Ancient Tongan poetry is referred to as a fakatangi, a “chanted 
short ballad” (Helu, 2012, p. 48). Modern poetry however, consists of five forms––the 
sipi (a wooing madrigal recited by the suitor to his beloved or vice versa), the dance 
lakalaka, the hiva kakala (love lyric), the dance ma’ulu’ulu, and the langi (a 
composition to accompany a solo dance or tau’olunga). A key point articulated by 
Helu (2012) is that both ancient and modern poetry (various forms) are performed 
through song, chants or dances. 
Soyini Madison’s (1999) articulation of theory and performativity as a “coupling” 
process acknowledges the strong inter-connection between knowledge as theoretical 
worldviews together with performativity. In other words, knowing and doing are not 
independent of each other, rather their coupling grounds their close links and that to 
fully embrace a maau, understanding the language used is just as important as in the 
recitation or the way in which the poem is read out and performed to others. 
Articulated further by Soyini Madison (199): 
The theory that gets in my head and sticks––the good parts or the parts relevant 
to what I must become and do in my life––performs. That this theory performs 
me is an existential fact. That I choose to perform it is my craft. I perform theory 
through time, through (un)consciousness, nervousness, and effort. This 
theory/performance coupling is not an easy assignment. Performance thrills me, 
theory does not. I would surely lose myself without performance, but I cannot 
live well without theory. (p. 109) 
Although my maau below is written in Lea faka-Tonga, it is not conceptualised to be 
performed as a song, chant, or dance––at least not in the way that Helu (2012) has 
alluded us to. The intention of my maau is to captivate mālie and māfana’s charm and 
presence when seeking to fakaivia––ignite Tonga ways of sense-making meaning-
making. 
Holo pe ho’o mou me’a 
Pea fakatulou atu 
Kae ‘atā mo au  
Ke fai ha talatalanoa 
Fekauaki moe mālie  
Moe mahu’inga ‘o e māfana 
Mātanga ‘o e maau moe faivá 
 
Laumālie ē 
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Ma’u ai hoto ivi 
Fakakoloa he monū 
Tu’umālie ma’u pē 
Fofola ‘a e ngaahi talā 
Ako e mo ‘ene faingamālie 
Ngāue’aki ‘a e poto moe ‘ilo 
 





Faka’inasi ma’u pē ia 
He ‘oku fe’ungamālie ma’u pe 
‘A e ivi ‘o e loto moe laumālie  
My maau visibilises a meaningful pattern and a rhythmic beat that makes sense to me 
and connects with the ways I feel inspired and fuelled––through mālie and māfana––
and my embodied (re)presentations of meaning-making and sense-making in the 
world. Its performative functions can be felt, expressed and translated through 
recitation and performance. The maau above captures and portrays my valuing of the 
spiritual realm as being a significant aspect of my “being” and “becoming” in the 
Moana. It foregrounds Tongan language and culture expressed through writing and 
performance through recitation and living (performing, doing) the cultural ideals in 
my social relations and sense of inter-connections within the Moana. For instance, 
living in a large kāinga (extended family) and being part of a Tongan church 
congregation provides me contexts and situations to exercise and employ mālie and 
māfana. Moreover, the maau centres the loto (soul, heart) as the site that enables the 
negotiations and sense making to take place. It is the loto that allows for the 
unpacking of the complications yet compromising aspects of the rhythmic 
entanglement between the knowing and the doing, mediated through one’s ontological 
becoming in the world. 
FAIVA: DANCE AS OBSERVED AND FELT PERFORMATIVITY 
Many Faiva, as cultural dance, is the performance of Tongan language and culture 
including poetry. Faiva is a way in which the body expresses and makes sense of 
knowledge and learning. The observed and felt performances are rhythmic, negotiated 
through the vā, expressed through mālie and māfana as emotive conditions and spirit 
(laumālie). The rhythmic ambience or feeling when reciting a poem excites the loto 
(soul or heart) to a state of māfana, allowing one to bask in joy and experience 
feelings of warmth felt within that activates embodied meaning-making through 
dance, actions and performance. As articulated by Futa Helu, the forms of physical 
and bodily expression can conjure emotions that appear divine-like in characteristic 
and behaviour (see Helu, 2011). Almost as though through maau (poetry) and faiva 
(dance), our human state is allowed to connect with spiritualities that are not always 
observable nor evident to the human knowing. Helu expressed well such an 
experience by articulating the eminence of Tongan dance and its purpose, which is to 
“enhance[e] natural virtues . . . That is the whole aim of dance. It’s to make a human 
being divine in appearance” (Helu, 2011, n.p.). 




Post-colonisation has somewhat diluted the majority of the pre-colonial dance and 
songs in the moana. This has impacted the visibility, presence and accessibility of 
ancient forms of dance, chants, poems and songs. Although some are still evident in 
Pacific diasporic communities, the language and descriptions have somewhat evolved 
and reflect the contexts, names and actions appropriate to today’s society. It is also 
apparent the ways in which gender binary notions like male/female, man/woman and 
gender diversity have become entangled by societal norms. Although Helu’s (2011) 
description of maau and faiva as enabling the male/female/human to become divine in 
appearance, today’s society positions gender fluidity as a construct shaped by diverse 
contexts, groupings and social designations that are not bounded only by biology and 
sex. Maau and faiva enables fluid performativities and practices that fakaivia (inspire 
and empower) people, their loto (heart, soul), and fakakaukau (thoughts). 
On youtube is a video posted in 2010 of the late Futa Helu’s fakamalele ‘o e tapu, the 
cultural practice of lifting all restrictions imposed after his death and burial (see 
Bender & Beller, 2003; Lātū, 2010). The video highlights the lali (wooden drum) 
placed on top of mats, symbolic of the fakamalele practice and its function to advise 
the village of the tapu lifting, enabling family and kin members to engage in singing 
and dancing. One of the reviewers of the article also highlighted this and the 
significance of cultural sacrilege and processes associated with the spiritual realm, the 
world of the unseen, and the world of the seen. 
 
Figure 1. Photo taken from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16Tq27s4HfA. 
Faiva as dance is intimately connected with felt performativity. Helu (2011, 2012) 
highlight the metaphysics of the seen and the unseen worlds as being deeply 
connected and the symbolic relevance of time and space constructions. With reference 
to the fakamalele ‘o e tapu linked to the late Futa Helu’s passing, I am always 
intrigued with the event because, although funerals are often practiced by Tongans in 
more conservative ways where families are left to grieve, echoing loss and despair, on 
that particular lifting however, some alumni of the ‘Atenisi Institute paid tribute to 
their leader by singing “Hala kuo papa”, an old yet popular poem and song composed 
by the late Queen Salote. From the very beginning when the singing started, the lyrics 
became alive, manifested and embodied through the performance. Listening and 
receiving the poem through song ignited mālie and māfana within the loto, 
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particularly when Tongan senior scholar Siosiua Fonuakihehama Lafitani and Helu’s 
daughter also performed the tulāfale and tau’olunga, highlighting an appreciation of 
life as not ending after death, but enduring beyond and into the spiritual world (see 
Figure 1). Their performance captured celebratory engagement of their mentor and 
father whose legacy is felt and valued by them and many others. Such a performance 
within a primarily sad event like a funeral is symbolic of the rhythmic entanglement 
within the vā which is often negotiated by the loto, laumālie, and ‘atamai. Such a 
performance is embodied, observed and felt. 
CONCLUSION 
The (re)turn to (re)orient from and through the loto utilising Lea faka-Tonga 
continues to be an inspiring adventure. The potentiality of Indigenous Pacific 
concepts and practices meaningfully (re)positions the mattering of culturally 
grounded perspectives that are often ignored or marginalised in dominant Western 
contexts. Mālie and māfana are regularly captured and portrayed through cultural 
sources and performativities like the maau and faiva. Mālie and māfana are rooted, 
mediated and made sense of within and through the loto (soul), laumālie (spirit), and 
‘atamai (mind). Embracing and expressing Lea faka-Tonga through poetry and faiva 
have highlighted rhythmic entanglement as a necessary meaning making process 
within the vā space of inter-connections. 
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